Abstract

The Workgroup (Dr.’s Olympio (Chair), Barach, Bateman, Cole, Cooper, Gaba, Gravlee, Levine, Loyd, Quinlan, Ruskin, Schaefer, Steadman, Seropian, Sinz, Taekman, Torsher, Weinger, Wilks, and Janice Plack) would enhance their skills: conducted 12 conference calls and 2 meetings. Eight Goals were established to create a web-based listing of purpose benefits. Criteria options.
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Instructor Credentialing

Objectives

1. To determine and advertise current simulation educational offerings

2. To determine and advertise current simulation educational offerings

3. To determine and advertise current simulation educational offerings

4. To determine and advertise current simulation educational offerings

5. To determine and advertise current simulation educational offerings

6. To determine and advertise current simulation educational offerings

7. To develop a legitimate long-term business plan for the project

8. To develop a legitimate long-term business plan for the project
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Simulation Expo:

• Goal: To present the ASA Simulation Initiative to the membership and to engage the membership to seek simulation training.

Interactive, Video Teleconference at ASA 2006; Saturday October 14th

http://www.asahq.org/simwhitepaper.htm

Your comments on the development of this simulation CME initiative are meaningful and valuable to the ASA.